
| ALL-NEW WORLD HERITAGE GUIDES

National Geographic is offering tourism boards and travel brands the opportunity to join an exciting effort to 
tell the story of World Heritage sites and destinations on our World Heritage Travel Guides pages. Through 
clean, beautiful templates filled with engaging, SEO friendly content on National Geographic.com and the 
NatGeo app, we’ll help millions of curious travellers dream of—and plan for—their next transformative trips.

WHAT’S NEW
Working with hundreds of writers, in 
time each World Heritage site will 
feature a dedicated page on 
NatGeo.com including

| SWEEPING LANDSCAPE IMAGE
In true National Geographic fashion, 
users will be greeted with a full-frame 
photograph of the heritage site

| VIDEO SUMMARY
Nat Geo’s hot take on the desination’s
cultural and geographical highlights

| PLANNING INFORMATION
Each Travel Guide includes When to Go, 
How to Visit and How to Get there.

| INTERACTIVE MAP
Leveraging Nat Geo’s cartographic 
heritage and expertise to offer  
travelllers geographical context

| PHOTO GALLERY
Photo gallery of the site, curated by 
National Geographic photo editors.

Images for illustrative purposes only. All concepts subject to change     
pending final investment, objectives, and editorial approval.



| WORLD HERITAGE - OPPORTUNITIES

| BRANDED CONTENT CO-CREATION
National Geographic’s award-winning custom studio will work with 
your destination to produce custom articles, featuring client-supplied 
and/or licensed photography, on topics key to your heritage site’s 
strategy. Articles will each live within an article page on NatGeo.com 
and appear organically within the Country Travel Guide’s content feed 
and in World Heritage section of NG.com. 

Thought starters include:

• Hidden Gems: A Top 10 list of the best under-the-radar activities, 
attractions, restaurants and hotels near the site.

• Uniquely [Your Destination]: A list of the cultural traditions, 
culinary specialties, history, etc. unique to your heritage site

• Where the Locals Go  - content featuring local communities and 
personalities who live and work at the sites.

• Lesser Known World Heritage Sites of your destination

• Additional content direction/themes/topics can be developed in 
collaboration with your destination*

| WORLD HERITAGE GUIDE & CONTENT SPONSORSHIP
Your destination will own 100% SOV of all ad units surrounding the 
DestinationTravel Guide and all stories & features aggregated within 
its content feed—including the branded articles

National Geographic is thrilled to offer a compelling package (campaign length subject to your 
destination’s key timing/objectives) that will introduce even more content within your heritage site’’s
content on NatGeo.com, and amplify its organic and targeted reach.

| TRAVEL GUIDE & CONTENT PROMOTION
To amplify both the World Heritagel Guide and branded article to 
millions through organic and targeted tactics, Nat Geo will leverage:

• Co-branded banners across NatGeo.com driving to World 
Heritage / Travel Guide

• organic Nat Geo Travel Facebook posts (5.2MM followers), each 
driving to the branded article page

• organic @NatGeoTravel Twitter posts (6.7MM followers), each 
driving to the branded article page

• Nat Geo Travel social amplification driving to World Heritage 
/Travel Guide and    branded article pages

*Pending exact direction/execution, incremental fees may apply.
Images for illustrative purposes only. All concepts subject to change    
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| ADDITIONAL EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES
• 2-8 page custom feature in National Geographic Traveler 

magazine (18 local language editions), with Call to Action to visit 
your destination’s  World Heritage / Travel Guide on NatGeo.com

• Custom vignette series across the National Geographic Channel 
and within its Travel Block 

• Custom Events – photographic exhibits at trade shows 


